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Abstract

to mac{level protocol designers.
In this paper, we consider optical ber as the basic
transmission medium and 1 Gbps or more as the basic
transmission rate. Consequently, a mac{level protocol
designed to operate in this environment must satisfy
certain requirements:
1. It must be simple enough to be implemented directly in hardware, so that it can exploit the
bandwidth capacity o ered by optical ber.
2. It must be fair, i.e. the throughput of a station
must be independent of its location within the
network. Furthermore, a bursty station should
not be served in detriment of the others and the
protocol should not allow a station to usurp the
available bandwidth capacity inadvertently. This
does not mean that the bursty stations should be
assigned to a lower priority since every station is
entitled to use a reasonable portion of the available bandwidth. However, a bursty station should
not be granted with additional bandwidth which
is stolen from the moderately or lightly loaded
users. Also, in the presence multiple bursty stations, available idle bandwidth should be distributed among them evenly.
3. The throughput of the protocol must be independent of the network's size and transmission rate.
This item is related to well-known a-parameter.
Any mac protocol which is sensitive to this parameter limits its usefulness to networks up to a
certain size and rate.
4. It must be exible enough to satisfy hetereogenous trac demands, such as high-priority, syn-

In this paper, a new man/wan mac-level protocol
called cbrma++/sr will be introduced. It is suitable
for folded bus topology with optical ber used as the
transmission medium.
The eminent features of cbrma++/sr are total
fairness and full bandwidth utilization. The preemptive approach employed in bandwidth allocation enables
cbrma++/sr not to su er from the de ciencies of
dqdb which mostly stem from the inconsistency of the
distributed queue at a given instant. The protocol is
based on the concept of fair share which also provides
a solid ground to support connection-oriented services.
A powerful slot-reuse scheme complements the protocol.

1 Introduction
The design of the mac{level protocol is the most
crucial phase in any network design since the decisions
made at this level will determine the major functional
characteristics of the network and set the upper limits of its capabilities in general. Since the activities
of the upper layers will be more and more carried out
by software as one goes upward in the network protocol hierarchy, any attempt to provide a functionality that counteracts these basic characteristics will be
more and more costly, eventually bordering the infeasibiltiy. Especially with the advent of optical ber as a
transmission medium, more strict constraints on message/packet/slot processing times are imposed at the
intermediate nodes thereby providing a new challange
1

chronous, asynchronous trac.
5. It must be predictable since the presence of unpredictability requires more resources to be allocated at the stations by the users to be able to
cope with the unexpected and increases the complexity of the protocol.
6. The overall structure should be robust and therefore the malfunction of a switching element or a
severed link should not take down the network
with it. In other words, the e ect of the malfunctions should be kept as local as possible and/or
the network should be able to \heal" itself so that
the integrity of the network is preserved.
7. In the presence of rich connectivity, the protocol
should be able to make an e ective use of the
alternative routes. Therefore, the means of providing ow control and load distribution | at
least the formation of an infrastructure to facilitate the provision of these services by upper layer
protocols, should be considered.

2 Alternative Approaches
By de nition, mac protocols are required when a
single carrier is shared by multiple nodes. In other
words, it is essentially an arbitration mechanism that
is responsible the resolution of the contentions by the
nodes for a shared transmission medium. Designing a
mac protocol requires the information regarding the
topology of the network, the type of the carrier and
the signalling mechanism. Some important implications of these factors can be stated with respect to
mac protocol design: di erent topologies are suitable
for di erent networks, in terms of geographical size
and the number of the nodes involved. They also have
di erent degrees of connectivity and some are designed
with special routing schemes in mind. The type of the
carrier is also crucial since they have di erent transmission rates and di erent repeaterless transmission
range. Furthermore, the transmission on optical ber
is inherently unidirectional whereas for copper links
this is not the case. As for the signalling mechanism,
the major implication is the presence of a network
that is based on baseband transmission versus broadband transmission. In case of the latter, mac protocol
should be able to handle multiple channels.
The type of the applications that the network is
supposed to support is also important. If a certain
trac pattern and load can be stated, the mac proto-

col can also be tailored accordingly to provide a better
performance.
The previous remarks are included to clearly de ne
the environment for which our protocol is designed.
Furthermore, the obvious approach to demonstrate
the \betterness" of a new protocol is to compare it
with the ones in existence. In [12], we argued that
such a comparison is only meaningful if a particular
topology is chosen1 . The bottomline of the argument
presented in that paper is that <topology,protocol>
pairs are the meaningful members of the universal set
of the mac protocols, not the protocols alone. To
do otherwise is just another attempt to compare the
proverbial apples with oranges. By the same token,
we will compare our protocol with the recently established ieee standard, dqdb protocol for the following reasons: both protocols are designed for high{
speed man/wan mac networks; the set of the possible applications has a wide range and not restricted to
data transmission; the transmission discipline is that
of slotted bus and the tasks performed by the so-called
headend stations are similar.
Before going into the details of our protocol, rst we
will evaluate dqdb according to the aforementioned
criteria. However, it must be noted that the requirements 6 and 7 are excluded from these discussions.
The reason for this is quite obvious since on a bus
topology the issues related to multiple paths between
station pairs are meaningless and a severed link effectively divides the network into two, shattering the
integrity of the network. Furthermore, it is not our
intention in this paper to address the problems regarding the handling of two or more smaller networks
after such an incident.

3 DQDB
The Distributed-Queue-Dual-Bus (dqdb) medium
access control (mac) level protocol has been accepted
as the ieee 802.6 standard for high-speed (Gbps
range) metropolitan area networks (mans). dqdb is
extensively de ned in [1], so no attempt will be made
to describe it here. Although this protocol has properties which make it appealing for many high-speed
network applications2, it satis es condition 3 and (arguably) 1 , but fails to satisfy the other conditions:
1 Topology in this context implies networks with identical
physical layer characteristics.
2 Such as being able to sustain an aggregate transmissionrate
near the total bus capacity independently of the network's size
and transmission rate.

1. dqdb violates condition 2, at least to some
extent3 . The bwb (Bandwidth Balancing) mechanism, which has been introduced as a countermeasure, is proven to be e ective but only after
a rather long transition time [4,5], a fact that
renders it almost useless in case of short-lived
bursts. dqdb also permits a single heavy-user
to dominate the overall throughput, consequently
increasing the access delays of the low-trac users
signi cantly. [4,5,6].
2. dqdb does not satisfy condition 4. dqdb makes
ine ective priority assignments; it is observed
that the priority mechanism is not e ective under heavy load when the low-priority trac generating nodes lie between the headend and the
high-priority node [6]. Furthermore, the protocol
may even exhibit inverse priority behavior [4,6].
3. dqdb violates condition 5, since the status of the
distributed queue is globally inconsistent at any
given instant [2].
Numerous variations of dqdb protocol have been
proposed, some of them satisfying conditions 2 and 4
(e.g. [16]). We will not discuss these variations here
restricting ourselves to the standard dqdb.

upper layer protocols with helpful information about
future incoming trac pro le. In the remainder of this
section, rst, we will state the important di erences
between our protocol and crma { a protocol which
is previously introduced by ibm, to prevent a possible
confusion. Later, a basic description of the protocol
along with the code of the basic algorithms, an example cycle and some simulation results will be provided.
The next section is devoted to the discussion related
to the unnecessity of the second headend station and
the details of the slot reuse mechanism.

4.1 Comparison with crma

sary qualities to be so. The design of the protocol is a
three-step process each being the content of a previous
paper [7,8,9]. As the rst step towards the aforementioned goal, we introduced cbrma [7], which we claim
to satisfy the basic requirements and then improved
it twice [8,9]. The rst improvement involves getting
the throughput of dual bus topology on a folded bus,
therefore, the elimination of the second headend station in the con guration. In [8], we explained how this
can be done and named the second variation of our
protocol cbrma++. Later we augmented cbrma++
with an ecient slot reuse mechanism and in [9] introduced cbrma++/sr. The slot mechanism is unique
in a way, since beside slot reuse, it also provides the

Although the name of the protocol is somewhat
akin to Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access (crma)
protocol developed at ibm, only the idea of cyclic reservation is similar and even it is handled in a di erent
way. crma requires more complex structures both at
the nodes and at the headend station. The reservations made by the nodes are not certain and need to
be con rmed by the headend to be valid. They can be
rejected and in such a case a retry is necessary by the
nodes4 . Consequently, nodes have to maintain three
di erent message queues, namely Con rmed Reservation Queue (crq), Tentative Reservation Queue (trq)
and Entry/Reentry Queue (erq). The headend station also maintains two queues called Global Reservation Queue (grq) and Elasticity Bu er (eb), which
is also a queue despite its name. Multiple reservation slots co-exist on the bus at a given instant and
the number of control slots is six (Reserve, Con rm,
Start, Reject, unused and Noop). Since a high generation rate of reserve slots can result in considerable
access delays, a backpressure mechanism is developed
in order to reduce the worst-case access delay. The
details of this protocol can be found in [3,13,14,15].
Our protocol di ers from crma in a number of
ways: rstly, there can be only one reservation slot on
the bus at a given instant and it is read/updated by a
node twice, once on the forward bus and once on the
backward bus. There is no con rm and reject slots,
therefore no backpressure mechanism either. Consequently, message queues are simpler at the nodes and
the headend station acts only as a slotter and maintains no queues. The reservations are nal and are not
subject to the further approval of the headend, removing the decision-making responsibility from headend
and distributing it amongst the nodes. Every station

3 When oversaturated dqdb is patently unfair. At more realistic trac loads, the signi canceof the variation in the throughput rates of the transport layer protocol due to the location of
the station becomes arguable.

4 A reservation slot contains the reservations made by a number of nodes and when a reject slot is issued by the headend
station the outcome is the invalidation of the reservation slots
that are present on the bus altogether.

4 CBRMA
Our aim is to design a scheme which can satisfy the perfomance requirements stated in section 1.
In the rest of the paper, we will argue that Cyclic-

Balanced Reservation Multiple Access ++ with Slot
Reuse (cbrma++/sr) mac protocol has the neces-

can get assertive information (not a close approximation) about the global trac pro le by simply inspecting the contents of the reservation slot. The information at the disposal of the mac and upper layer protocols cover the trac load and available bandwidth for
the next cycle with utmost certainty. The coherency
of the basic mechanism makes a powerful slot reuse
mechanism possible | a mechanism that can not be
applied to crma directly because of the uncertainties
involved in the reservation process.

4.2 Basic Algorithms and Data Structures used by cbrma
cbrma is a slot reservation scheme suitable for both
the folded bus and the dual bus topologies. The protocol will be explained for the folded bus con guration, since its counterpart on the double bus requires
only the duplication of the data structures and the
processes or the nite state machines in which these
processes are hardwired along with some minor additions both at the headends and the nodes. That issue
will be addressed at the end of the subsection.
In cbrma, the bandwidth allocation process is organized in cycles. At the beginning of every cycle,
each station is granted the same number of slots. This
default number is called fair share. A reservation
cycle begins at the headend with the headend station
issuing a reservation slot which passes by each station twice, once on the forward bus and once on the
backward bus ( gure 1).
Reservation Half−Cycle
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1
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n
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Figure 1: Half-Cycles of cbrma
Since the trac loads of stations may vary, a station
can either be contented with its fair share (or a part
of it) or ask for more. If a station uses only a portion
of its fair share, the remaining slots are recorded as
unused. These are gathered together and distributed
evenly among users with heavy slot demands. The
distribution of unused slots is done while the reservation slot is passing by the stations on the backward
bus (balancing cycle).
A reservation slot has ve sub elds:
1. Cycle number (C)

2. Number of slots reserved so far (R)
3. Number of stations that need more slots than
their fair share (ES)
4. Total number of extra slots requested by ES stations so far (ER)
5. Total number of slots that left unused by lightlyloaded users (U)
At the nodes, the necessary data structure is composed of a single message queue and four counter
variables named CycleStartCounter, XMitCounter,
QueueSize and ExtraRequestCounter. CycleStartCounter is used as a countdown counter and indicates
the number of slots that the node let pass by before
transmitting. XMitCounter contains the number of
slots that the node will use in the next cycle. QueueSize is the number of packets backlogged at the node.
ExtraRequestCounter is set to the number of slots that
the node can use if given the chance.

4.3 Reservation Algorithm
Upon detecting the reservation slot on the forward
bus, a node executes the following algorithm. In the
algorithm, the elds that belong to the reservation
slot are marked with the pre x Slot-> to distinguish
them from the local variables. As can be seen, there
are three if-statements that correspond to the three
possible cases: if the node needs more than its fair
share, it claims its fair share and then requests more
to transmit the rest of the queue by incrementing the
ER eld of the slot. If its current need is exactly
equal to the fairshare, it simply claims it and sets the
local counters to appropriate values. If the node needs
less than its fair share, it marks the remainind slots as
unused by incrementing U eld of the slot accordingly.

Reservation Algorithm.

ExtraRequestCounter = 0 ;
CycleStartCounter = Slot->R + 1 ;
if (QueueSize > FairShare) {
XMitCounter = FairShare ;
ExtraRequestCounter = QueueSize - FairShare ;
Slot->ES ++ ;
Slot->ER += ExtraRequestCounter ;
Slot->R += FairShare ;
exit() ;
}
if (QueueSize == FairShare) {
XMitCounter = FairShare ;

}

CycleStartCounter += Slot->U ;

Slot->R += FairShare ;
exit() ;

if (QueueSize < FairShare) {
XMitCounter = QueueSize ;
Slot->R += QueueSize ;
Slot->U += (FairShare - XMitCounter) ;
exit() ;
}

4.4 Balancing Algorithm
As the reservation slot turns the fold and starts
to propagate on the reverse bus, the balancing cycle
begins. The reservation slot is handled by the nodes
according to the following algorithm.

Balancing Algorithm.
if (Slot->U == 0) exit() ;
if (ExtraRequestCounter == 0) {
CycleStartCounter += Slot->U ;
QueueSize -= XMitCounter ;
exit() ;
}
if (Slot->U >= Slot->ER) {
Slot->U -= ExtraRequestCounter ;
Slot->R += ExtraRequestCounter ;
Slot->ES -- ;
Slot->ER -= ExtraRequestCounter ;
CycleStartCounter += Slot->U ;
XMitCounter += ExtraRequestCounter ;
QueueSize -= XMitCounter ;
exit() ;
}
else {
int othersneed, difference, fair, share ;
othersneed = Slot->ER - ExtraRequestCounter ;
fair = floor (Slot->U / Slot->ES) ;
difference = Slot->U - othersneed ;
if (difference > fair)
share = difference ;
else share = fair ;
if (share > ExtraRequestCounter)
share = ExtraRequestCounter ;
Slot->U -= share ;
Slot->R += share ;
XMitCounter += share ;

}

Slot->ES -- ;
Slot->ER -= ExtraRequestCounter ;
QueueSize -= XMitCounter ;
exit() ;

As can be seen, in the absence of any unused
slot, there is nothing to do, since the balancing algorithm deals with the fair distribution of the unused
slots amongst users operating under heavy trac load.
Otherwise, the nodes that are not requesting extra
slots simply adjust their counters to ensure the slot
contiguity, by executig the body of the second if statement. The third or fourth if is to be executed by the
node that placed a request for extra slots in the reservation phase. The third if deals with the case where
the number of unused slots is greater than or equal to
the requested amount. In this case there is no problem
and all requests can be fully met. Otherwise, there are
calculations to perform to ensure fairness5 .
By the basic de nition of the protocol, the following
points are clear: rstly, a station must make a reservation before starting to transmit. Therefore, even
under light trac conditions zero medium access delay is not possible. Secondly, since it is not possible
to perform arithmetic operations on a eld of reservation slot without storing it at least partially, a delay is
inevitable. The amount of the delay is totally dependent upon the speed of the of the arithmetic circuitry
at the disposal of the node, but, it is clear that the
whole trac on the bus will be delayed by the same
amount. In the simulations, we used a shorter bus
length for dqdb since the delay can be regarded as
increasing the distance betweeen station pairs. For
this reason, the bus length is shortened by 6850 bits
(from 68250 to 61400) giving approximately 214-bit
transmission time delay per station (see section 4.6).
As for the operation on the dual bus, two minor additions are necessary to the protocol: in order to complete the reservation cycle, a headend station should
repeat the reservation slot issued by the other headend
station on the outgoing bus. Therefore a mechanism
is necessary at the headends to di erentiate between
its own reservation slot and the reservation slot of the
other headend | a problem that can be solved at the
expense of a single bit in the reservation slot structure. The other addition involves a decision mecha5 In which a division operation is necessary. In the absence
of a fast division circuitry, a simple look-up table that can be
accessed on (how many slots are available, how many stations
are contending for them) basis can be used to alleviate this
problem.

nism at the nodes which is necessary to select one of
the available two buses since the nodes can transmit
on both of them. In simulations, nodes use the forward bus for transmitting to downstream nodes and
the backward bus for transmitting to upstream nodes,
consequently minimizing the distance between station
pairs and yielding a higher throughput.

4.5 An Example Cycle
For a certain network with 5 stations, a bus length
of 30 slots and a fair share set to 6 slots per station,
the contents of the reservation slot is depicted in gure
2, as it passes by each station, assuming that at the
beginning of reservation cycle i, the following reservation requests are valid,
Station The length of Unused (-)
number
queue-F
Extra (+)

1
8
2
2
2
-4
3
5
-1
4
7
1
5
8
2
The negative numbers in the last column denote
the number slots that are left unused by a station out
of its fairshare. The positive numbers indicates extra
slot requests.
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4.6 Performance of cbrma
In gure 3 and 4 some simulation results are provided. As the other simulations in this paper, they
are obtained for a network which is composed of 32
stations placed in equidistant intervals on a folded or
dual bus. The transmission rate is 1 Gbps and bus
length is 68250 bits or 160 slots. Considering the 5
ns/m propogation rate of optical waveguides, this corresponds a bus length of roughly 13650 m. The fair
share is set to 5 slots per cycle. Each slot is 416 bits
long and on the transmission link they are seperated
by 2-bit interslot gaps. Slots have 32-bit headers and
384-bit segment payloads. The throughput rates are
calculated in terms of segment payload as opposed to
slot length. Therefore, without slot reuse, the maximum throughput rate per bus is calculated to be
 = 384=(416 + 2) = 0:919
Stations operate under asymptotic conditions and every other station is equally likely to be addressed.
Each message is exactly one slot long and therefore
no bandwidth is wasted due to the internal fragmentation.
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Figure 3: cbrma vs. dqdb with bmw{mod=0 on
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aligned so nicely. This example also shows how forward and backward bus is controlled by a single headend station. Therefore, the reader is encouraged to
examine it after reading section 5.1.
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FAIR SHARE = 30 / 5 = 6 Slots

Figure 2: An example cycle
The appendix contains another example in which
the available bandwidth and the slot requests are not

Figure 3 and 4 show the throughput of cbrma and
dqdb on a dual bus under asymptotic conditions. In
gure 3, bwb-mod value is 0 whereas it is set to 1 in
gure 4. Note that the throughput rates shown in the

gures are the total of the two buses. Since S1 and Sn
messages that are destined to upstream nodes (queuecan only use one of them, their throughput appear to
B). The messages that come from queue-F will be
be low. In fact, the throughput of Sn is much higher
transmitted on the forward bus while the messages
than that of any other station on the reverse bus. The
that reside in queue-B will use the backward bus.
same argument also applies to S1 for the throughput
Therefore it is guaranteed that the slots transmitted
on the forward bus.
on the forward bus will reach their destination before the fold. This being the case, it is necessary for
T 0.06  CBRMA
a station to make seperate reservations for each bus.


h
Therefore, we doubled the number of counter elds in
r
the reservation slot and used one set for each bus exo
clusively. As a result it became possible for a single
u 0.04
slot to carry two segments in a cycle. Therefore it
g
is intuitively obvious that the global performance the
h
network
will be doubled under asymptotic conditions

BWB MOD=1 (i.e. when each station has as many messages as it
p
u
can use in each queue). It is also obvious that the
t 0.02
data structures and the processes are the same with
that
of what is necessary for cbrma to operate on the
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
double
bus. One di erence is that, there is no need
Station Index
for the second headend station.
On the other hand, under normal conditions we exFigure 4: cbrma vs. dqdb with bwb{mod=1 on dual
pect the number of messages in each queue to be difbus.
ferent. To begin with, it is clear that S1 will use only
forward bus (since there is no upstream node to it) and
Sn will use always backward bus for a similar reason.
Also
at S2 queue-F will probably be longer than queue5 Improvements
B. However this does not degrade the performance of
the protocol, since for each station that wants to use
5.1 cbrma++: Elimination of the Second the
forward bus more frequently, there will be another
Headend Station
station looking for extra free slots on the backward
bus. The reservation scheme is capable of e ectively
In a folded bus con guration, S1 will use only fordistributing the bus capacity amongst the stations, so
ward bus for transmission since all the other stations
that, for example, S2 will be able to gain some more
are located downstream with respect to its position,
bandwidth on the forward bus in exchange of the slots
and consequently are reachable on the forward bus.
it left unused out of its fairshare on backward bus.
Therefore every slot lled by S1 can be regarded as
In the remainder of this section we will present
read and emptied on the forward bus by the time it
simulation
results to show that the performance of
reaches to the folding point and therefore, there is no
cbrma
++
on
a folded bus is equal to the performance
reason for not to put them into use after they turn the
of
cbrma
and
dqdb on a dual bus.
fold. If the same condition can be guaranteed for the
Figure 5 depicts the throughput of cbrma++ vs.
slots that are transmitted by the other stations as well,
cbrma
and dqdb on folded bus under asymptotic conit becomes possible to use a single slot twice, rst on
ditions.
As can be seen in the gure, the throughthe forward bus and later on the backward bus. This
put
rate
of
cbrma++ is approximately twice as high
is the main idea behind the cbrma++ protocol and
when
compared
to that of cbrma and dqdb. Acit can also be regarded as a simple slot reuse mechatually
it
is
equal
to the throughput rates of these two
nism. In the remainder of this section, we will explain
schemes on dual bus. Figure 6 depicts the performance
how it can be done and provide the related simulation
of cbrma++ on folded bus vs. the performance of
results.
cbrma and dqdb on dual bus.
A very simple mechanism is sucient to quarantee the aforementioned condition: in cbrma++, we
Figure 6 illustrates also one additional mechanism
assume that stations maintain two di erent message
of the protocol. Note that in this gure there is no
queues; one for the messages that are to be transmitirregularity regarding the throughput of S1 and S32.
ted to downstream nodes (queue-F) and one for the
Remember that S1 never uses its fair share on back-

0.06

suggested to overcome this problem in [9] for dqdb.
In this section we will propose a method to serve the
same purpose for cbrma++.
0.05
Although a slot is used twice in cbrma++, it is
clear
that the performance of the protocol can be im0.04
proved further by using a slot more than once on forward and/or backward bus. The improvement in the
0.03 44 CBRMA
throughput
rate will be more pronounced as the num

ber
of
stations
increases. Figure 7 depicts a situation
 BWB MOD=1
of
interest
for
the
following description of slot reuse
0.02
(sr) mechanism. At this moment, the negotiations
for the bandwidth allocation for cyclei was completed
0.01
(i.e.
reservation slot of cyclei has reached to head0 5 10 15 20 25 30
end station). Therefore, each station knows how many
Station Index
slots it will use and where to send them. It also has
complete information regarding the number of backFigure 5: cbrma++ vs. cbrma and dqdb on folded
logged
packets and their destinations, in other words,
bus.
the information related to its future slot request for
cyclei+1 . However, it does not know how many slots
it will receive in cyclei . Providing that this informaward bus and the same is true for S32 when its fair
tion is also made available to the station, it will be
share on forward bus is concerned. We can transfer
able
to use the slots that it will receive for transmisthe fair share of S32 on forward bus to S1 simply by
sion
and
to resize its request for cyclei+1 .
doubling the fair share of S1 and setting the fair share
of S32 to zero. Carrying out the same operation for
backward bus will produce the desired a ect.
...
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The sr mechanism works as follows: as soon as
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
the
reservation slot reaches to the headend station,
Station Index
the headend station begins to transmit Reception
Vector (rv) on the forward bus with its content is set
Figure 6: cbrma++ on folded bus vs cbrma and
to
all zeroes. rv has a counter eld for every station
dqdb on dual bus.
and therefore the overhead of sr is one counter eld
per station6. rv(i) contains the number of slots to
This approach can be used whenever it is necesbe received by Si in cyclei . Consequently, S1 sets the
sary to allocate excessive bandwidth to special stacorresponding
members of rv according to the receiver
tions, such as le servers.
addresses of the packets scheduled for transmission in
5.2 cbrma++/sr: An Ecient Slot Reuse cyclei . When rv arrives at S2, it inspects rv(2) to
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A de ciency of dqdb, crma and cbrma is that
once a slot is lled by a segment will have to propagate
to the end of the bus. The use of erasure nodes is

Station

1

Station

n

Reservation

6 Current slot length is the same as that of dqdb and current
counter eld length is 8 bits, so that a single slot contains 48
counter elds. If network contains more than 48 stations, additional slots are used to accommodate rv. The number of slots
required by rv is equal to dn=48e, where n denotes the number
of stations in the network.

obtain the number of slots it will receive, increments
the count of the slots scheduled for transmission by
that number and increments the appropriate elements
of rv accordingly. This operation will be repeated by
every station until Sn is reached. Sn sets rv contents
to all zeroes on the forward bus and on the backward
bus the same operation is started anew for backward
transmission. Note that rv is also reused and there is
no need for a second rv.
Suppose that S1 was granted 6 slots in cyclei and
it will use them to transmit 3 slots to S2 , 1 slot to S5
and 2 slots to S8 . To inform S2 , S5 and S8 about the
number of slots they will receive, S1 sets the second,
fth and eighth elements of the vector to 3, 1 and
2, respectively. The other stations will use increment
operation.
When rv reaches S2 , it will be informed of the future transmission of 3 slots from S1 in cyclei . Assuming it is provided with 5 slots already during the
previous balancing phase, the e ective bandwidth allocated to S2 becomes 8 slots for cyclei . Using this
information, S2 is able to update rv for not only 5
but also for the additional 3 slots. Therefore, the 3
slots that will be carrying a message from S1 in our
current example can be reused not only S2 but also by
the downstream station that S2 will be transmitting as
well, since S2 updated rv to convey this information
to this particular destination station.
In the case that a station is not able to use all of
these slots for transmission it passes the excessive slots
to its immediate successor by simply changing their
destination address and indicating the invalidity of information that they carry ipping the empty/full bit
of the slots.
In order to illustrate the performance of sr mechanism, we provide three simulation results. The results are drawn against the performance of dqdb on
dual bus con guration7 to provide a comparison basis.
Figure 8 shows the results obtained under asymptotic
conditions. In this case, the trac pattern is arti cial so that every station has as many packets as it
can use on either bus. Therefore, gure 8 gives the
bandwidth available to stations. On the other hand,
this bandwidth is not the same for forward and backward bus. Figure 9 shows the available bandwidth on
forward and backward bus, separately.
The global throughput of dqdb in gures 8 and 9
is 1.76. The cbrma++ scores slightly better, since
there is no loss due to a corresponding bandwidth
7 Note that the performance of dqdb on the folded bus will
be the half of what is shown in the gure, assuming that slots
are reused only at the (single) headend station.
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Figure 8: Performance under asymptotic conditions.
Available bandwidth on the forward and backward
buses are shown together.
balancing mechanism. The global throughput rate of

cbrma++/sr is calculated as 4.09 under asymptotic

conditions. However, under uniform trac distribution, this gure drops to 3.65, as can be seen in gure
10. The reason for the di erence is quite obvious, since
the stations closer to the both ends of the bus do not
have a sucient number of messages queued to make
full use of the available bandwidth.
A number of methods for the implementation of
erasure nodes for dqdb are suggested and analyzed in
[9,10]. However, these proposed schemes are not as
e ective as the sr mechanism of cbrma++/sr, since
the station that clears the slot and the one that uses it
are di erent stations. In other words, the slot that is
cleared by Si can be reused by Si+1 (or Si 1 depending
on the direction of transmission) at the earliest. In our
protocol, a station can begin to reuse a slot as soon as
completing the inspection of destination address eld.
As can be seen in the gures, the sr mechanism
disturbs the fairness of the protocol. However, it is
clear that no compromise is made out of the fair share.
The irregularity stems from two factors: rstly, some
stations receive more slots than the others. Secondly,
the stations located closer to the both ends of the bus
will nd more empty slots at their disposal on forward
or backward bus, depending on their location. This
explains why the throughput of S31 on the forward
bus and the throughput of S2 on the backward bus
are so high under asymptotic conditions. On the other
hand, under more realistic trac patterns, the rst
factor will be irrelevant, since the stations most likely
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to the capacity of the whole cycle. In dqdb, shorter
access delays are possible under light load. On the
Figure 9: Performance under asymptotic conditions.
other
hand, the sr mechanism has also the e ect of
Available bandwidth on the forward and backward
reducing
the access delays. The rate of the improvebuses are shown seperately.
ment is directly related to the number of slots that the
stations receive.
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tiguity, cbrma++/sr provides the upper layer protocols also with the number of slots to be transmitted
Station Index
and received, in advance. The authors believe in that,
Figure 10: Performance under uniform trac.
such information can proved to be quite useful in the
design of more e ective higher layer protocols.
In this study, slots are considered to be homogewill not be able to ll all available empty slots, as
nous.
Obviously, the ability to support various applican be seen in gure 10. As for the in uence of the
cations
(therefore di erent trac patterns) requires
second factor, it is not strong enough to cause large
the
ecient
handling of di erent slot types. Priorivariations in the throughput rates of the stations, since
ties,
multicast
and broadcast support and isochronous
the bandwidth allocation mechanism does not allow
and
non{isochronous
trac handling policies will be
a station to usurp the bus while the others are also
addressed
in
a
future
paper.
contending for it. Therefore, under moderate or heavy
load which is more or less uniform across the network,
the e ect of the sr will also follow the same pattern.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new protocol called

cbrma++/sr which can sustain an aggregate data

transmission rate while not compromising fairness.
The relative success of the protocol is due to the preventive approach employed in the design rather than

Such as the backpressure mechanism of crma.
In which a number of slots are transmitted instead of one.
Since the slot contiguity is guaranteed, using the delays between
the transmissions of two slots can be misleading in the determination of the medium access delays.
8
9
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Appendix: An example cycle

 Station 2: This station has messages for both up-

Consider a network with 8 stations and a bus length
of 80 slots so that the fair share is 10 slots per station;
assume also that at the beginning of reservation cycle
i, the following reservation requests are valid ( gure
11) :
Station The length of Unused (-)
number
queue-F
Extra (+)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

15
5
25
5
5
25
-

15
20
5
30
20

forward bus

Head
End

0

15

5

25

5

0

5

25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

15

0

20

5

30

0

20

backward bus

Figure 11: Outstanding reservation requests in cycle i

RESERVATION HALF-CYCLE
The headend station starts the reservation cycle by
sending a reservation slot whose contents will be denoted as < C; Rf ; ESf ; ERf ; Uf ; Rb; ESb ; ERb; Ub >
from now on. At the beginning, the slot contains
<i,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0> and the stations update it in the
following manner:

 Station 1: The rst station has messages for the

forward bus only. So it claims its fairshare rst,
which is 10. Then it states its willingness to use
5 additional slots, if it is given the chance. At
this time, the number of stations that requires
extra number of slots on forward bus is 1. Since
it has nothing to transmit on the backward bus,
it simply puts its fairshare into common use by
incrementing Ub by 10.
(Station 1 updates the reservation slot contents
to <i,10,1,5,0,0,0,0,10>)

stream and downstream nodes. Its need on forward bus is less than its fairshare while it can use
5 more slots on the backward bus.
(Station 2 updates the reservation slot contents
to <i,15,1,5,5,10,1,5,10>)
Following the same principles the other stations
make their reservations as follows:
 Station 3: <i,25,2,20,5,10,1,5,20>
 Station 4: <i,30,2,20,10,20,2,15,20>
 Station 5: <i,30,2,20,20,25,2,15,25>
 Station 6: <i,35,2,20,25,35,3,35,25>
 Station 7: <i,45,3,35,25,35,3,35,35>
 Station 8: <i,45,3,35,35,45,4,45,35>
When the reservation slot reaches the fold, the situation of forward bus reservation is as good as it can
be, since the number of extra slot requests and the
number of available slots are exactly the same. However, on the backward bus, we are 10 slots short to
meet all demands in their entirety. So, there has to
be a compromise and the protocol will make it sure it
will be a fair one, in the balancing half-cycle.
During the reservation cycle, the CycleStartCounters and XMitCounters are set as follows;

Counters for FORWARD BUS
Station CycleStart
number Counter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
11
16
26
31
36
-

XMit
Counter

10
5
10
5
5
10
-

Counters for BACKWARD BUS
Station CycleStart
number Counter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
11
21
26
36

XMit
Counter

10
10
5
10
10

BALANCING HALF-CYCLE
At this moment, the reservation slot passes the fold
and begins to propagate towards the headend station,
thereby commencing the balancing half-cycle. If the
number of unused slots is greater than or equal to the
number of extra slot requests for a bus, there is no
problem since all of them can be met. Otherwise each
station computes its fair share of the unused slots and
compares it with the di erence between the unused
slot count and the remaining extra slot request if this
value is positive. Trying to maximize its gain the station chooses the maximum of these two values and
updates the reservation slot accordingly:
 Station 8: This station knows that it has asked
for 10 more slots and now realizes only 35 slots
are available for 4 stations (including itself) that
are asking for 45. Following the algorithm it computes its fair share rst: F = b35=4c = 8. It also
computes that the remaining 3 stations are asking for a total of 35 slots. Since (35 35 = 0), it
chooses to settle with its fair share and claims 8
of the unused slots.
(Station 8 updates the reservation slot contents
to <i,45,3,35,35,53,3,35,27>)
 Station 7: This station computes that its extra
slot request can be met entirely.
(Station 7 updates the reservation slot contents
to <i,60,2,20,20,53,3,35,27>)
 Station 6: This station has no outstanding slot
requests for forward bus while it needs 20 extra slots on the reverse direction. Its fair share
is F = b27=3c = 9. On the other hand, it
also computes that the remaining two stations
are asking for only (35 20 = 15) slots. If
it chooses to claim only 9 slots that will cause
(27 9 = 18 and 18 15 = 3) 3 slots to be
wasted. So, claiming 12 instead of 9, 6 updates
the reservation slot contents as follows:
<i,60,2,20,20,65,2,15,15>)
Following the same principles the other stations
make their reservations as follows:
 Station 5: Having no extra slot request, it does
not update the slot.
 Station 4: <i,60,2,20,20,75,1,5,5>
 Station 3: <i,75,1,5,5,75,1,5,5>
 Station 2: <i,75,1,5,5,80,0,0,0>

 Station 1: <i,80,0,0,0,80,0,0,0>
During the balancing cycle, the values of counters
are nalized as follows;

Counters for FORWARD BUS
Station CycleStart
number Counter

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

56
51
46
21
16
1

XMit
Counter

25
5
5
25
5
15

Counters for BACKWARD BUS
Station CycleStart
number Counter

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

63
41
36
16
1
-

XMit
Counter

18
22
5
20
15
-

